NITROXMAKERtm series
Nitrox with Triox O ption
Brownie’s NitroxMaker™ is an easy-to-use nitrox
station designed specifically for yachts. This system is
capable of producing and analyzing nitrox mixtures
from 21%-40% with the turn of a dial. Simply choose the
appropriate mixture and the NitroxMaker™ produces
the gas using a high-efficiency semi-permeable
membrane system that operates at a remarkably
low temperature. This method of nitrox production
eliminates the need to carry bulky and potentially
hazardous cylinders of pure oxygen onboard.
Additionally, by utilizing a membrane that does not
require high-temperature heating for stabilization
or efficiency, potential damage to the high-pressure
compressor is avoided.

The NitroxMaker™ can be

integrated with the medium duty YachtPro™ 45 and
the full line of heavy duty Yacht Pro™ compressors.
This makes nitrox generation available to a wide
range of vessel sizes and configurations.

Installations

NITROXMAKERtm SPECIFICATIONS
C omponents of a NitroxMaker™ System

The Rotary Screw LowPressure Compressor provides
the gas that will flow through
the NitroxMakerTM. It is precisely
matched to the size of the HP
compressor and is capable of
providing ship’s air for other
applications if necessary.

The Low-Pressure Air Storage
Tank provides the volume of
LP air necessary to drive and
maintain the needed pressure
for the NitroxMakerTM.

The Refrigerated Dryer/Filter
removes impurities and moisture
to ensure only the highest quality
air flows through the system to
the NitroxMakerTM.

The NitroxMakerTM Cabinet is
where the operator designates a
desired nitrox mixture up to 40%.
Clean air from the LP compressor
is converted into nitrox, analyzed
and displayed digitally to ensure
accuracy.

The High Pressure Compressor
pumps either ambient air or
nitrox from the NitroxMakerTM
up to 5000 psi for use in scuba
tanks and air storage systems.

Storage Bottles/Banks are
high-capacity tanks designed
for storing large volumes of gas
including air, nitrox, trimix and
helium.

The Fill Control Panel directs
the flow gas from the highpressure compressor to storage
bottles and/or fill whips. Precise
controls allow for efficient
“cascade filling” of tanks.
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NitroxMaker™ Cabinet
A - Height

58in (1475mm)

B - Length

18.5in (470mm)

C - Depth

10in (254mm)

D - Service Depth

27in (676mm)

Weight

140lbs (64kg)
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